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St.Johns, Smith Square, London SW1

For a couple of hours or so before the scheduled start time of the Enfield
Band pre – contest festival, people were gathering in ‘The Footstool’, the crypt
restaurant beneath St.Johns, Smith Square. Whatever the reason for the early
mingling crowd – the standard of an Enfield Band concert, interest in a new
conductor Jonathan Corry, the outstanding cornet and trumpet virtuosi, Philip
Cobb or the next day Contest – the air of expectation was significant.
Everyone who was there knew that something special would happen. No one
could be disappointed with what followed.

By the time that the festival commenced, the hall was pretty well full and the
crowd keen to acknowledge a good evening of music making of the highest
calibre. Even the staff of St. Johns seemed to revel in and enjoy the occasion.

The Band got off to a flying start with the newly written Battle ready. A really
interesting opener from the pen of the Northern Irish Salvationist, Roger Trigg.
Exciting, tuney and well written, it really grabbed the attention of the audience.
But as soon as the applause died, the Band played a quite beautiful From
earth’s confusion, which showed straightaway that conductor, Jonathan Corry,
has his own expressive interpretation. The playing here was exquisite and
took us into a wholly reverential and reflective prayer.

Sitting aside the Band were former bandmasters James Williams MBE and
Andrew Blyth, the latter compering the evening with his customary blend of
humour and substance. But the presence of two such respected bandmasters
was not to deter Jonathan Corry from stamping his own mark on the Band.
Always a confident and gregarious individual, Jonathan has a very distinct
and flamboyant conducting style. And whilst it is apparent that the Band is – to
a certain extent – still getting used to him, Jonathan has in a very short period
already established an obvious rapport with the band. And you can sense too
that their future is in good and knowledgeable hands.

Enfield’s dynamic range has always been good but a striking feature of the
night was their playing in Ad optimum, the finale from Kaleidoscope and Song
of the Eternal, as a new level of pp was revealed. It was good to hear the
quiet passages played without any compromise of sound quality at all. The
other striking feature was Jonathan Corry’s use of rubato which, if overdone
on occasions, made the music interesting and enabled a style of lyricism and
line that reminded me of Bandmaster Williams’ Enfield in its heyday.

I am well used to hearing Philip Cobb, both at Hendon and in the ISB. But
somehow he has taken his playing up a further notch. He is the only trumpet
player I know that can maintain a pure cornet sound yet produce a quite
separate and distinct trumpet sound too. Long may he continue this for his
cornet playing in Songs of the heart and Don’t doubt him now was inspiring
and beautiful. Every run was note perfect. No note misplaced or wasted. And
the right amount of lean on a phrase when needed. We are privileged at



Hendon to have both Philip and David Daws – guesting on the front row for
the evening – on the solo cornet bench.

Philip’s other contributions were on his trumpet featuring Harry James’
Concerto and Blessed assurance. In the Concerto, a medley of Harry James
swing, Philip knocked the crowd over with his outrageous trickery,
interpretation and range. So be it too with Blessed assurance. Always a
popular piece and so associated with Phillip Smith, it is a brave selection
when such a definitive version already exists. But Philip Cobb is special – and
he took us through his own version, receiving the biggest ovation of the night.
A quite outstanding soloist.

After some programme fillers, Enfield completed their repertoire with a
trombone ensemble The cleansing power and Robert Redhead’s rarely heard
Quintessence. I must say that I was impressed with the Band. Their sound,
ensemble, and technique are all in good shape. It looks good for their future
too with such a young conductor as well as youngsters around the stands. It
seems churlish to name individuals but if I can pick just one match winner – it
is the excellent and perfectly balanced trombone section, where veterans
Andrew Justice and Stuart Horton continue to excel, Carl Shepherd plays a
full part and in youngster Ben Horton, there is a really good talent in
development.

This was a really good start to a major banding weekend in London. And it
showed the Salvation Army off in a really good light. It was good to hear a
Salvation Army band giving a good Salvation Army programme. Whatever the
view today of bands in our SA, I feel proud as a Salvationist, that bands such
as Enfield exist. Long may they continue to proclaim the gospel in their own
inimitable way. It augers well for the ongoing use of music in our worship.

Thanks Enfield – and Jonathan and Philip - for an excellent and uplifting
evening.

Martin Tiplady


